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This document explains more about our Core Practices in Temple: Empty Presence, Speaking 

from Essence, Remembrance, Witnessing, Awakening the Open Heart, Sovereign Alignment, and 

Mudra Mantra & Yantra. 

 

By choosing to be in She Spirals, you are choosing a training in consciousness. You are choos-

ing to immerse yourself in an archetypal initiation to commune with the feminine divine. You 

are choosing to shift your reality, because reality is only perception. 

 

You bring your unique lineage gifts and skillset with you into temple. Anything learned here is 

meant to complement your existing practices, not replace. This merging is the alchemical mar-

riage that strengthens our magic. And so it is! 

 

EMPTY PRESENCE 

Empty presence is a state of awareness that is relaxed, open, surrendered and yet laser-like in 

its focus in the present moment, which, in combination, creates an access point to inner  

knowing and universal wisdom. 

 

This state is our starting point when we gather in temple to create a unified, resonant, energy 

field. We quiet the mind and drop in to our inner “cauldrons” where the Divine may then enter 

and flow through. In this lineage, Empty Presence is practiced through open-eyed meditation 

with a sister in ceremony, or with a mirror or candle flame when solo. 

 

SPEAKING FROM ESSENCE 

In speaking from essence we give up the need to have a ready answer before we open our 

mouths, and to allow words to bubble up from the belly~womb instead of from the head or    

ego-mind. It is an effortless experience of “being spoken.” 

 

I also call this: poetry of the soul. It is not about being clever and having all the “right” words to 

say. This is a practice of surrendering the grip of the thinking mind and allowing our deeper   

essence to speak and be available to the subtle wisdom of archetypal and metaphorical univer-

sal-mind that can only be accessed in the moment.  
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You will be invited to open yourself and share from this place of “being spoken” in every          

Illumination Temple. You are welcome to share with us via prerecorded or Livestream  video in 

the group if you cannot be on the temple call Live, or anytime you are inspired. 

 

REMEMBRANCE 

Remembrance is when we receive ancient-future wisdom and skills from all of our lifetimes. 

This information often comes in fragments; symbolic clues that we must piece together over 

many years. Sometimes, however, we can experience a dramatic lightning bolt of                      

remembrance. 

 

Remembrance happens naturally when we are in temple and have a personal spiritual practice. 

The more you develop your channels of perception (heightened extra-sensory like                

clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairsentience, clairscent, etc.), the clearer you will receive            

information and remember. 

 

WITNESSING 

Witnessing is a way of trusting that each sister is able to access her own wisdom and truth and 

initiate herself, rather than looking outside for an answer. We do not give unsolicited advice to 

each other, or rush to fix or soothe.  

 

When we witness in temple, we are holding a sacred mirror to our sisters of their fullest         

potential; seeing and holding them in that lens. Through this practice, we learn to offer the 

same witnessing to ourselves, especially in times of difficulty and big emotional reactions.  

 

AWAKENING THE OPEN HEART 

On this temple path, we understand that the open heart is the portal through which we        

connect to our Essence and divine humanity. This is where we experience exquisite intimacy 

with the Divine, through direct embodiment practices to awaken and open the heart.  
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Making the vow to walk as love in the world is how we will transform the world through the 

power of our loving presence. It is vital that we embody this frequency of Love everywhere in 

our lives, not only in temple.  

 

SOVEREIGN ALIGNMENT 

This core practice is where we embrace radical self-responsibility and anchor in what Truth 

and aligned Power feels like in the body. You will become adept at discerning when you are in 

or out of sovereign alignment, and have the sacred tools to reconnect and realign. 

 

Our relationship to authority and power is brought into focus here, to be examined, healed, and 

integrated with your present wisdom. When we live, love, and lead in Sovereign Alignment, we 

inspire (and sometimes trigger) everyone around us to be in their authentic Power. This         

practice initiates us into right use of power and our creative authority. 

 

MUDRA, MANTRA & YANTRA 

In the Full Moon activations with each archetype, I share the associated Mudra, Mantra, and 

Yantra. These come from the Buddhist and Hindu faiths as part of ceremonies and personal 

spiritual practice. The terms all come from the ancient Sanskrit language.  

 

‘Mudra’ stands for “token” or “sign”. It is a symbolic hand gesture used in Hindu and Buddhist 

ceremonies and statues, and in Indian dance.  

 

‘Mantra’ means a word or sound that is repeated to aid concentration in meditation. This can 

be spoken or chanted in song. 

 

‘Yantra’ refers to a geometric diagram, or any object, used as an aid to meditation or worship. 

It’s original Sanskrit definition however, translates to “device for holding or fastening” — which 

feels very appropriate for our temple use. 


